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6.0in. x 0.7in.Sunny Hill lives in Knoxville, Tennessee. Still on the dating scene, she uses the
wisdom she has gained through her sometimes awkward, sometimes exhilarating experiences to
coach friends on best dating practices. Sunny graduated from the University of Tennessee and
practices accounting, although she is anything but a boring, pencil-pushing number-cruncher!
Recently, she was chatting with a prospect when he asked about her occupation. When she told
him, he replied, I guess you dont have any tattoos then, do you Sunny said with a laugh, No, but
dont judge a character by her title. If Sunny had a tattoo, it would simply read, Plays with Fire.
Sunny and her clan of sisters-before-misters are career professionals and single parents who have
learned how to live in a mans world, working smarter and harder to provide for their children and
pursue their unapologetic professional dreams. Sunny also plays hardwhether through golfing,
shopping, travel, and giving back to the community, or, through the trials and tribulations of the
dating life. Sunny met Thomas, a surgeon from Raleigh, on eHarmony and they developed a virtual
relationship over seven years....
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Reviews
This created pdf is excellent. This is for anyone who statte that there had not been a really worth reading through. Your life span will probably be transform
as soon as you total looking over this publication.
-- Prof. Esteban Wuckert
Undoubtedly, this is actually the best operate by any publisher. It is among the most amazing pdf i have got read. Its been printed in an exceptionally
straightforward way which is just after i finished reading this book in which actually altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Deonte Kohler PhD
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